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[2016-New New Released SAP C_HANATEC_10 Exam Questions From SAP
Exam Center (1-10)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANATEC_10 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! There are many companies that provide C_HANATEC_10 braindumps but those are not accurate and latest ones.
Preparation with GreatExam C_HANATEC_10 practice test study guide is a best way to pass this certification exam in easy way.
Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!)
QUESTION 1A customer complains about poor performance when they query a column table with 5 billion records.You suspect
that this table is partially loaded into memory. Where can you to check the load status of this table?There are 2 correct answers to
this question.Response: A. On the Runtime Information tab of the table definitionB. In the M_TABLES viewC. In the
M_CS_TABLES viewD. In the M_TABLE_PERSISTENCE_LOCATIONS viewAnswer: AC QUESTION 2Which of the
following can you use to analyze an expensive SQL statement?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Open the
Plan Visualizer.B. Open the Plan Explanation.C. Open the hdbcons tool.D. Open the SQL Plan Cache. Answer: AB
QUESTION 3Which security settings can you apply in analytic privileges?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
Restrict access to hierarchies.B. Restrict access within an analytic view using measure values.C. Restrict access within an
analytic view using attribute values.D. Grant access to analytic views. Answer: CD QUESTION 4Which tasks can you perform
using the resident SAP HANA lifecycle management tool?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Uninstall
SAP HANA componentsB. Add additional hosts to the SAP HANA systemC. Copy an SAP HANA system.D. Change the
license of the SAP HANA system.E. Rename the SAP HANA system. Answer: ABE QUESTION 5You execute an authorization
trace in the SAP HANA studio. Where can you review the outcome?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. In the result
screen of the trace configuration.B. In the indexserver trace diagnosis file.C. In the authorization dependency viewer.D. In the
monitoring view M_SERVICE_TRACES Answer: B QUESTION 6Which of the following memory indicators can you reset to
measure the impact of a new workload on memory usage?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Virtual memoryB.
Used memoryC. Peak used memoryD. Resident memory Answer: C QUESTION 7When you try to create a delivery unit from
the SAP HANA studio you receive the following error message.'Cannot create Delivery Unit as content vendor is not defined for
this system'. How do you troubleshoot this issue?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Maintain the vendor IDB.
Maintain the content_vendor parameterC. Grant REPO.MAINTAIN_NATIVE_PACKAGES privilegeD. Grant
REPO.MAINTAIN_DELIVERY_UNITS privilege Answer: B QUESTION 8Which of the following Kerberos implementations is
supported for single sign-on in SAP HANA?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Red Hat Linux version 4
and later Kerberos implementationB. "Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Encryption for Kerberos 5" on HP-UXC. MIT's
Kerberos Network Authentication ProtocolD. Windows Active Directory Domain Kerberos implementation Answer: CD
QUESTION 9A long-running SQL query issued by an SAP NetWeaver work process also seems to use a lot of system resources.
How can you find out which ABAP module and which SAP NetWeaver user called the query?Please choose the correct answer.
Response: A. - Open Transaction Process Overview (SM50) in the SAP NetWeaver system- Sort the list by CPU time- Select the
top entry- Check the User and Report columnsB. - Go to the Performance tab of SAP HANA studio- Check the System load
diagramC. - Open Transaction Global Work Process Overview (SM66) in the SAP NetWeaver system- Sort the list by CPU timeSelect the top entryD. - In SAP HANA studio, check the session overview- Identify the logical CONNECTION ID for the SAP
NetWeaver work process- Check the columns APPLICATIONSOURCE and APPLICATIONUSER Answer: D QUESTION 10SAP
Support needs to access a customer's SAP HANA studio remotely. Which entry must the client maintain in SAP Service
Marketplace?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Preprocessor serverB. Statistics serverC. Name serverD. Master
index server Answer: D We give you the proper and complete training with free C_HANATEC_10 GreatExam updates. Our
braindumps will defiantly make you perfect to that level you can easily pass the exam in first attempt. 2016 SAP C_HANATEC_10
exam dumps (All 175 Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanatec-10-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass
Guaranteed!!!]
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